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The URS Organizing Committee would like to thank 
the students for participating in this year’s symposium. 
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And all the faculty for advising the projects and providing encouragement. 
 
Without the above people, this event would not have happened. 
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2016 Undergraduate Research Symposium 
The 2016 Sixteenth Annual UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium (URS) 
celebrates student scholarly achievement and creative activities.   
Students from all disciplines participate in the URS.   
Types of presentations include posters, oral presentations, and short or  
abbreviated theatrical, dance, or musical performances.   
Presentations are accompanied by discussions and multimedia.  
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The University of Minnesota, Morris 
—2016— 
UMM Undergraduate Research Symposium 
Featuring student research, creative, and scholarly work from across campus 
 
Friday, April 15, 2016 
 
5:30 p.m.—7:30 p.m.  Opening Reception, Oyate Hall 
6:15 p.m.   Panel Presentation, Oyate Hall 
    Panelists representing the Truckers and Turnovers  
    research group. Advisers:  Jon Anderson , Steve Burks, Rebecca Haider 
 
Saturday, April 16, 2016 
 
9:30 a.m.—12:00 p.m.  Registration, Student Center 
10:00 a.m.—12:00 p.m.  Poster/Visual Display, Oyate Hall 
10:00 a.m.   Welcome, Jimmy Schryver, URS Co-chair; Jacqueline  
     Johnson, Chancellor, Oyate Hall 
12:00 p.m.—1:00p.m.  Lunch, Dining Hall (or on your own) 
1:00 p.m.—1:10 p.m.  Welcome, Bart Finzel, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and 
     Dean; Jimmy Schryver, Associate Professor of Art History,  
     Imholte Hall #109 
1:10 p.m.   Guest Presentation, Imholte Hall #109 
     Larissa Tracy, Associate Professor of Medieval Literature, 
     Longwood University 
     “Meeting in the Middle: The Value of Interdisciplinary 
     Undergraduate Research”  
1:30 p.m.   Introduction of Feature Presentation, Imholte Hall #109 
    Tracey Anderson, Associate Professor of Biology 
1:30 p.m.—2:15 p.m.  Feature Presentation, Imholte Hall #109 
     Broc Kokesh ‘16 
     “The Influence of  Spines on Predation and Survivorship 
     of Devonian Atrypid Brachiopods” 
2:30 p.m.—2:50 p.m.  Performance Presentation, HFA Recital Hall #160 
2:30 p.m. —4:10 p.m.  Oral Presentations, John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #’s: 




2016 Undergraduate Research Symposium 
POSTER PRESENTATIONS 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Oyate Hall, Student Center 
 
#1 Natalie Hughes and Dasha Pokutnaya (Statistics/Economics): Medical Costs Associated 
with OSA Adherence in Truck Drivers (Advisers: Rebecca Haider, Steve Burks, Jon 
Anderson), abstract pg. 20 
 
#2 Resa Brockman (Economics): New Factors in Predicting Student Success (Adviser: Steve 
Burks), abstract pg. 12 
 
#3 Duan Liu and Derek Toso (Economics/Statistics): OSA Treatment Compliance Is 
Associated with Truck Crash Risk (Advisers: Jon Anderson, Stephen Burks, Rebecca 
Haider), abstract pg. 22 
 
#4 Laura Borkenhagen (Anthropology): The Impacts of Agriculture on Small Mammals in 
Prehistoric Southern Arizona (Adviser: Rebecca Dean), abstract pg. 12 
 
#5 Noah Pilugin (Anthropology): Fragmentation Analysis of Animal Bones from the Marana 
Platform Mound Site in Arizona (Adviser: Rebecca Dean), abstract pg. 25 
 
#6 Rachel Forrest (Studio Art): Molding Bronze into a Visual Representation of Anxiety 
(Adviser: Gary Wahl), abstract pg. 17 
 
#7 Garrison Komaniecki (Biochemistry): Destabilizing Point Mutation Reveals Importance of 
Csd1– Csd2 Interaction in H. pylori Cell Shape (Adviser: Timna Wyckoff), abstract pg. 21 
  
#8 Praloy Carlson (Biology): Investigation of Age-Specific Production of Condensed Tannins 
in Populus balsamifera (Adviser: Christopher Cole), abstract pg. 13 
  
#9 Marissa Cummins and Nathan Ferrey (Biology): Investigating the Biochemical Interaction 
between Cell Shape Determining Proteins Csd1 and Csd2 in Helicobacter pylori and 
Escherichia coli (Adviser: Timna Wyckoff), abstract pg. 15 
  
#10 Meagan Rollins and Michael Maudal (Biology): Investigating the Influence of CD80/B7-H1 
Signaling on Anti-tumor Immune Responses Mediated by CD8+ T Cells (Adviser: Rachel 
Johnson), abstract pg. 26 
  
#11 Hannah Goemann, Cheyenne Wilson, Molly Hancuh (Biology): Growth, Lipid Production, 
and Viral–Host Interactions of PBCV-1 Chlorovirus and Chlorella vulgaris 395 (Adviser: 
Michael Ceballos), abstract pg. 18 
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Humanities Fine Arts Building 
Performance Presentations 
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Presenter:  Kia Kolbinger 
Project Adviser:  Stephanie Ferrian (Dance) 
Title:  Keeping Tap Alive 
Type of Presentation:  Performance 
Black Box Theatre, 2:30 p.m. 
  
Tap was an art form that became popular on the street corners and created a common language through 
rhythm. Over time, it transitioned to dance schools where steps were taught and a more strict technique was 
developed. Tap was able to make that transition through historical tap figures, such as Bill “Bojangles” 
Robinson, passing on the technique and collaborating to continue the art. Because of this collaboration of 
artists, tap was able to grow beyond the streets. Tap dance moved from informal street performances to 
Vaudeville shows, expanded to Broadway, dance competitions, film and television, and is now on social media.  
Prior to UMM, I studied tap in a precision-style studio setting that did not allow for improvisation. At UMM, I 
began to explore tap on my own and experience the roots of tap dance through studying its history and taking 
classes with a more collaborative and experimental vibe. As I demonstrate techniques that have evolved over 
time, I will provide a demonstration of Robinson's famous Stair Dance that was originally performed on 
Vaudeville in the early 1920s and then performed on film in 1935. I will then demonstrate movements 
revitalized in the 80s and popular combinations that are performed in performances of today. By comparing 
and contrasting these pieces, I will demonstrate the history of tap and explain its importance for the form that 
this art takes today. 
  
 
Presenter:  Hannah Palmer 
Project Adviser:  Stephanie Ferrian (Dance) 
Title:  Speaking through Dance: The Process behind Survivor 
Type of Presentation:  Performance 
Black Box Theatre, 2:50 p.m. 
  
Dance can be anything from a wave of the hand to a turn of the head; dance can portray anything from 
concrete concepts to abstract ideas. Dance can convey emotions and messages that affect its audience on a 
personal level. In my experiences with dance as a student, performer, and choreographer, I have found the 
ability to use my body and motion to convey what my mouth cannot. Through my personal growth as an artist, 
I discovered the power that dance has to explore and process emotions. When I recently experienced a 
traumatic event in my own life, I turned to dance to find my voice. This process of self-healing inspired 
Survivor, a performance based on true stories written by five people who have gone through traumatic 
experiences similar to my own. These stories range in topic from rape to self-harm to surviving an alcoholic 
mother. In my original production, Survivor, five dancers each portray a painful story. The dances tell the 
stories with movement, each one following the author through victim-hood, and the process of healing to 
become the survivor they are today. During my presentation, I will explain the process behind creating a 
performance piece for dance the auditions, choreographic process, rehearsals, and performances, and will 
conclude with an excerpt performance. 
  
PERFORMANCE PRESENTATIONS 
Humanities Fine Arts Building, Black Box Theatre 
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 POSTER PRESENTATIONS 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Oyate Hall, Student Center 
 
#12 Hannah Goemann (Chemistry): Optimization of Mangosteen Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
(Adviser: Joseph Alia), abstract pg. 18 
  
#13 Whitney Adrian (Chemistry): Analysis of Anthocyanins in Red Wine: Development of a 
Separation Science Lab for Organic Chemistry Students (Adviser: Abbey Fischer), 
abstract pg. 11 
 
#14 Tammy Hoemberg (Chemistry): Hydrogen Bond Changes in Salt Water Determined 
Using NMR (Adviser: Jennifer Goodnough), abstract pg. 20 
 
#15 Sarah Strenge (Chemistry): To Benchtop NMR or Not to Benchtop NMR? (Adviser: 
Jennifer Goodnough), abstract pg. 26 
  
#16 Ricardo Rojas (Economics): Policy Meets Perverse Incentives: An Evaluation of 
Minnesota’s Conservation Improvement Program (Adviser: Arne Kildegaard), abstract 
pg. 25 
  
#17 Brittney Ferrian (Physics): Construction of a Low-Cost LIDAR for Cirrus Cloud 
Observations (Adviser: Sylke Boyd), abstract pg. 16 
  
#18 Clare Miller (Physics): Possible Causes of Velocity Centroid Variation in SiO Masers 
(Adviser: Gordon McIntosh), abstract pg. 22 
  
#19 Emily Moore (Physics): Binary Hard-Sphere Fluid Phases (Adviser: Michael Korth), 
abstract pg. 24 
  
#20 Michelle King and Morton Greenslit (Physics): Algorithms for Ice Halo Detection in All-
Sky Images (Adviser: Sylke Boyd), abstract pg. 21 
   
#21 Nathan Bean (Political Science): Do Human Rights Matter? An Analysis of Presidential 
Human Rights Rhetoric from 1993-2014 (Adviser: Roger Rose), abstract pg. 11 
  
#22 Kali Dahmus and Jill Bantau (Psychology): Perspectives on Cross-Ethnic Friendships 
among Emerging Adults: A Focus Group Discussion Approach (Adviser: Kerry Michael), 
abstract pg. 15 
 
#23 Sam Daniewicz (Psychology): The Concurrent Validity of a Measure on Religious 
Identity (Adviser: Oscar Baldelomar), abstract pg. 14 
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 POSTER PRESENTATIONS 9:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Oyate Hall, Student Center 
 
#24 Kathryn Evenson, Shelby Flanagan, Aliaksandr Kachan (Psychology): Individual 
Differences in the Relationship between Personality, Stress, and Self-Care (Adviser: 
Kerry Michael), abstract pg. 16 
  
#25 Shelby Flanagan (Disabilities Studies): Employer Willingness to Accommodate for 
Individuals with Disabilities (Adviser: Chris Dallager), abstract pg. 17 
 
#26 Taylor Montbriand (Sociology): Women and Drug Abuse: Applying a Gendered Lens to 
Treatment Programs (Adviser: Jennifer Rothchild), abstract pg. 23 
  
#27 Justin Terry, Mathew Fischbach, Brady Dutchak (Sports Science and Athletics): Major 
League Baseball Fastball Velocity and Days Spent on the Disabled List (Adviser: Rich 
Hardy), abstract pg. 27 
  
#28 Charles Cain (Statistics): Integration of Path Analysis with Bayesian Networks for 
Modeling Latent Variables (Adviser: Engin Sungur), abstract pg. 13 
  
#29 Humza Haider (Statistics): Modeling Latent Variables with Directional Dependence 
(Adviser: Engin Sungur), abstract pg. 19 
   
#30 Ruby DeBellis and Tsegereda Lamesgin (Biochemistry): The Effects of Protein Blocking 
on Dye Molecule Adsorption in Metal-Organic Frameworks (Adviser: Zack Mensinger), 
abstract pg. 14 
 
#31 Chloe Hanson (Chemistry): A Study of Selective Adsorption in Metal-Organic 
Frameworks (MOFs) to Evaluate Utility toward Aggregated Amyloid-Beta (Adviser: 
Zack Mensinger), abstract pg. 19 
  
#32 Elsie Wilson (Chemistry): Peptides Adsorption and Desorption in Metal-Organic 
Frameworks: A Study of the Interactions of Peptides with Various MOFs (Adviser: Zack 
Mensinger), abstract pg. 27 
  
#33 Margareta Nivison (Chemistry): Adsorption of Dye Molecules by Metal-Organic 
Frameworks: Applications in Undergraduate Teaching Labs (Adviser: Zack Mensinger), 
abstract pg. 24 
  
#34 Shawn Montag and Michael Rodriguez (Chemistry): Synthesis, Modification, and 
Experimentation of Tb-mesoMOF, HKUST-1, and MOF-5 (Adviser: Zack Mensinger), 
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Presenter:  AJ Zandt 
Project Adviser:  Tracy Otten (Studio Art) 
Title:  Solarplate Printmaking 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #109 3:10 p.m. 
  
Printmaking is a fine art medium in which an image is created within a stable matrix, inked, and transferred to 
paper using pressure. This medium is significant to my process of creating art because of its potential to create 
and manipulate the arrangement of many layers. My prints respond to natural landscapes, the built 
environment, and digital spaces to understand the impact these places have on their users. As I work, I 
document my investigation of a place as layers in the final print. Ultimately, a new environment emerges on 
the paper that reflects an expanded awareness of the original place. Etching, an intaglio technique, is an 
important part of this process because of its ability to produce a wide variety of lines and textures. While this 
technique has existed for centuries, it remains one of the most hazardous. Acids and solvents used to prepare 
and etch information into metal plates pose a threat to the health of the artist as well as the environment. In 
1972, master printmaker Dan Weldon began adapting light-sensitive polymer plates, originally used in 
letterpress printing, for intaglio printmaking. Weldon found that these plates could be exposed to the sun to 
create a printable surface quickly and safely,without the need for acids or solvents. This relatively new 
technique has become widely known as Solarplate printmaking. I will investigate the Solarplate process, 
display the resulting prints, and discuss its potential in the context of my artwork and as a safer alternative to 
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Presenter:  Samantha Shade 
Project Adviser:  Jimmy Schryver (Art History) 
Title:  Hatshepsut: The Woman Who Ruled Egypt 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #112, 2:30 p.m. 
  
In the Ancient Egyptian context, the pharaoh was the main authority figure. To assume this role, an individual 
was typically a member of the royal family, was seen to be predestined by the gods, and was usually male. An 
exception to these last two rules was the female pharaoh Hatshepsut, who reigned from 1478-1458 BC, during 
the New Kingdom period. Scholars have observed that over the course of her reign Hatshepsut was depicted as 
a mixture between a male and female, until she ultimately conformed to the prototypical masculinized 
representation of the pharaoh. My research revealed that even when she was eventually depicted as a male, her 
female identity caused her to approach her portraits as pharaoh differently.  For example, she abandoned the 
typical military representation of a warrior pharaoh, and instead she adopted religious-based images that 
illustrated her interactions with the gods and her participation in trading expeditions. Using contextual 
evidence and images, I was able to determine that Hatshepsut’s female identity had the largest impact on the 
artwork that she had commissioned at the beginning of her reign. In addition, it is evident that Hatshepsut 
continued to have internal conflicts with how to express her gender as her reign progressed. For example, in 
her masculinized portraits, she continues to incorporate feminized labels. These results are significant because 
they help us to better understand the wide variety of cultural and biological gender representations that she 
experimented with, which included female, androgynous, and male appearances, and to see that she never 
became completely male.  
 
 
Presenter:  Taylor Welle 
Co-Presenter:  Keenan Cashen-Smart 
Project Adviser:  Oscar Baldelomar (Psychology) 
Title:  Consensus among Latino Children on Categorization of Others into Social Groups 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #112, 3:10 p.m. 
  
The way children form groups reflects internal beliefs on belonging in terms of race, gender, and other 
characteristics. In addition, these beliefs impact the way children identify with social groups and form 
relationships. As children develop, they begin to form social-grouping categories for others. This study focuses 
on 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 6th grade Latino children’s categorization of children of multiple ethnic groups and the 
way they justify those categorizations. It was hypothesized that the way children form social groups would vary 
by grade, with older students focusing more on forming groups by ethnicity and less likely to think of gender 
when composing social groups. 120 Latino children participants completed a task in which they were shown 24 
pictures of children from four ethnic backgrounds. Half of the photos showed female children, and half showed 
male children. The children were asked to arrange the photos into groups. They were then asked for the 
reasoning behind each group’s composition. Reasonings were analyzed using statistical tools to determine the 
relationships between age, gender, and compositions. It was found that older children were more likely to 
categorize groups by ethnicity. After controlling for age, female children were more likely to categorize by 
ethnicity, while males were more likely to categorize by gender. These results help us understand that 
categorization varies in Latino children across age and gender groups.  
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS 




3:10 AJ Zandt (Studio Art): Solarplate Printmaking (Adviser: Tracy Otten), abstract pg. 39 
3:50 Jonas Newhouse and William White (Theatre Arts): Killer Wingfield: Techniques for 
Independent Film and Theatre Production (Adviser: Ray Schultz), abstract pg. 35 
 
Room #111 
2:30 Peter Rerick and Sarah Nelson (Psychology): European-American Students’ 
Understanding of Their Own Ethnic-National Categories and Those of Mexican-
Americans (Adviser: Oscar Baldelomar), abstract pg. 37 
2:50 Christina Nyquist and Hannah Wahlstrom (Anthropology): Views on Identity and 
Services: English-Speaking Morris Residents Consider Latino Immigration (Adviser: 
Cristina Ortiz), abstract pg. 35 
3:10 Katie Balzar (Sociology): Society vs. Science: The Lexicon of the Abortion Debate 
(Adviser: Jennifer Rothchild), abstract pg. 29 
3:30        Christi Perkinson (Sociology): Bashing Dads and Missing Moms: A Qualitative Study of 
Family Influence and Culture of Aspiring Chicago Rappers (Adviser: Jennifer 
Rothchild), abstract pg. 36 
3:50 Kaitlyn Holen (Sociology): Reaction to Presence of Mental Illness in Children: Relation 
to Overall Success and Well-Being for Those in Public School Systems (Adviser: 
Jennifer Rothchild), abstract pg. 32 
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ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #’s: 109, 111, 112, 113, 114 
 
Room #112 
2:30 Samantha Shade (Art History): Hatshepsut: The Woman Who Ruled Egypt (Adviser: 
Jimmy Schryver), abstract pg. 38 
2:50 Maggie Casale (Computer Science): Visualizing Genetic Programming Ancestries Using 
Graph Databases (Adviser: Nic McPhee), abstract pg. 30 
3:10 Taylor Welle and Keenan Cashen-Smart (Psychology): Consensus among Latino Children 
on Categorization of Others into Social Groups (Adviser: Oscar Baldelomar), abstract pg. 
38  
3:30 Natalie Pope (English): The Politics of Motherhood: Female Idealism in Anna Karenina 
and War and Peace (Adviser: Julie Eckerle), abstract pg. 37 
 
Room #113 
2:30 Aspen Billiet (Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies/Environmental Studies): Feminism 
as an Approach to Fighting Anthropogenic Climate Change (Adviser: Jessica Larson), 
abstract pg. 29 
2:50 Brittany Grady (History): The Moral of the Story: Shifting Relationships between Fairy 
Tales, Fantasy, and Morality (Adviser: Emily Bruce), abstract pg. 32 
3:10 Henry Kneiszel (Linguistics): The Decline and Loss of the Be-Perfect in English (Adviser: 
Tonya Kim Dewey-Findell), abstract pg. 33 
3:30 Joseph Melby (Mathematics): Volume Estimates for Certain 3-Dimensional Hyperbolic 
Orbifolds (Adviser: Christopher K. Atkinson), abstract pg. 34 
3:50 Bennett Carson (Office of Academic Success/Disabilities Studies): Digital Notes for 
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Presenter:  Natalie Pope 
Project Adviser:  Julie Eckerle (English) 
Title:  The Politics of Motherhood: Female Idealism in Anna Karenina and War and Peace 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #112, 3:30 p.m. 
  
I have elected to research the idealization of motherhood in Russian literature, using Leo Tolstoy’s novels Anna 
Karenina and War and Peace to discuss the methods of depicting women and motherhood in Russian literature. 
By doing so, I hope to better understand the themes of motherhood present in Cold War, Revolutionary, and 
Soviet Era propaganda in Russia and the USSR and why/how the society came to see motherhood as such an 
idealized state for women, so much so that the concept has been intertwined in their national and historical 
rhetoric for centuries. This research is primarily an analysis of the two texts and several female characters in 
the novels that represent types of motherhood and their narrative treatment in response to their actions and 
qualities as a woman and mother. I have done an extensive text search for scholarly critique on Tolstoy’s 
literature and the two novels as well as texts detailing the intricacies of women’s roles and movements 
throughout Russian history. I primarily seek to understand the artistic depictions of motherhood in literature 
that reflect, inflect, and may have even influenced the rhetoric used throughout Russian history that idealizes 
motherhood and women’s domestic roles. I argue that motherhood becomes the singular defining 
characteristic for Russian women, more so than class status, socioeconomic status, or national identity.  
 
 
Presenter:  Peter Rerick 
Co-Presenter:  Sarah Nelson 
Project Adviser:  Oscar Baldelomar (Psychology) 
Title:  European-American Students’ Understanding of Their Own Ethnic-National Categories and Those 
of Mexican-Americans 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #111, 2:30 p.m. 
  
The development of an ethnic identity and the understanding of others’ ethnic identities are important not 
only to the developing child, but also to the peers around the child developing with them. The present study 
assessed the ability of European-American children to recognize that Latino is a subgroup of American, along 
with other ethnicities, and their ability to recognize that Mexican is a subclass of Latino. We measured this 
ability using standard tasks of category inclusion that were adapted to ethnic categories; for example, a child 
would be told an imaginary child’s parents are American and asked if that child was Latino. Based on children’s 
performance on these tasks, they were placed into one of three levels of knowledge: Level I being Multiple 
Categorization; Level II being Transitivity (e.g., “all Mexicans are Latinos”); and Level three being Asymmetry 
(e.g., “Some Americans are Latinos”). Participants were recruited at a Midwestern rural school with a small and 
growing population of Latino immigrant students. Participants attended 1st–6th grade (N=123). They were 
interviewed individually, and data was audio-recorded, transcribed, and coded. Results show that there is no 
significant difference between grades of European-American students’ performance in the White-American 
task, but a significant difference between grades was observed regarding the Mexican-Latino task and Latino-
American task. Participants did not have a consistent level of inclusion-understanding as their grade increased; 
children who were in higher grades had better understandings of inclusion compared to younger children. 
Grasping these abilities of inclusion-understanding could help identify potential causes for discrimination and 
self-ostracization among children. Since social inclusion is an important part of social development, these 
results could be relevant to many areas of developmental psychology, such as the formation of different friend 
groups, or a child’s assimilation or lack thereof of the majority culture.  
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Presenter:  Abigail Paustian 
Co-Presenter:  Jillian Moldestad 
Project Adviser:  Kerry Michael (Psychology) 
Title:  Attitudes Towards Organ Donation: The Effects of Personality and Framed Messages 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #114, 3:50 p.m. 
  
Due to the current shortage of donor organs, health organizations are investing increasing resources into 
campaigns to encourage people to become organ donors. Previous research has found that motivations for 
choosing to donate organs are positively correlated to the Big Five personality traits (Bolt et al. 2011). It is 
hypothesized that participants who are found to be high in agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness 
from the Big Five personality traits will be more likely to already be organ donors. In addition to personality 
traits, this study investigates the effects of logically-based, gain-framed, and loss-framed messages on organ 
donation and how these interventions interact with personality. It is hypothesized that the three interventions 
will interact with personality to have different effects on organ donation attitudes. Participants were randomly 
assigned to one of three interventions and asked to complete a survey on their personality, opinions, and 
general knowledge about organ donation. They were then shown one of three intervention videos and asked to 
answer some follow-up questions. We hope to learn more about the personality, prior knowledge, and 
intervention factors that affect college students’ choices about organ donation so the results of this research 
can be used to inform future organ donation campaigns.  
 
 
Presenter:  Christi Perkinson 
Project Adviser:  Jennifer Rothchild (Sociology) 
Title:  Bashing Dads and Missing Moms: A Qualitative Study of Family Influence and Culture of Aspiring 
Chicago Rappers 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #111, 3:30 p.m. 
  
Three children play a game in the driveway of their apartment complex as their single mother gets off the bus, 
coming home from working her second job. Fatherlessness, poverty, and single motherhood are stereotypical 
and often found within rap music, but nothing seems to be done to challenge these stereotypes. The present 
study aims to answer the research questions of (1) how accurate the portrayals of family in rap music are, (2) 
whether rap music can be used as a social change tool to challenge perceptions and stereotypes both held by 
and about African-American families in the United States, and (3) ways what may be used to empower 
disadvantaged groups through the potential social change ability of rap music. In this study, I conducted in-
depth interviews with aspiring African-American rappers from Chicago, Illinois and drew information from 
previous research. While the group I interviewed is small in size, the lack of previous research makes their 
influence large. I assert that there are rappers who aim to challenge stereotypes through their music, but there 
is a process that rappers must go through to be able to use their music as a social change tool. There is 
literature that suggests rappers must adhere to stereotypes in order for their music to sell. This research 
examines if, when, and how rappers gain enough social capital to be able to challenge stereotypes and use their 
music for social change. My research shows that challenging the stereotypes of kinship in the black community 
through rap music has the potential to change the structure of kinship as well as combat issues such as 
fatherlessness and single parenthood.  
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Presenter:  Broc Kokesh 
Project Adviser:  Tracey Anderson (Biology) 
Title:  The Influence of Spines on Predation and Survivorship of Devonian Atrypid 
Brachiopods 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #109, 1:30 p.m. 
  
Brachiopods are small animals that live on the seafloor and are abundant in the Devonian fossil 
record (420 to 360 million years ago), making them excellent subjects for studying evolution in 
ancient marine environments. Some species sported large spines that cover their exterior 
surfaces, although these spines are typically broken off during fossilization. Paleontologists have 
hypothesized that these spines developed as an evolutionary response to predation, yet few 
studies have tested this idea due to the scarcity of specimens with intact spines. Recent work has 
been able to get around this problem by examining injury markings caused by predators that 
brachiopods accumulate over their lifetime, which preserve well in the fossil record. In this study, 
I examined injury markings on fossils of the spiny brachiopod Atrypa rockfordensis and the 
spineless Atrypa devoniana. Results demonstrate that A. devoniana experienced attacks across all 
body sizes whereas A. rockfordensis was only attacked at smaller sizes, suggesting that spines 
were an efficient defense against predators. Furthermore, survivorship analysis based on the 
overall body size at the time of death suggests that A. rockfordensis has high juvenile mortality, 
possibly correlated to a higher rate of predation when spines are not fully developed. These 
findings provide evidence for predator-prey interactions as an evolutionary pressure for the 
origin of defensive structures.  
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Presenter:  Jonas Newhouse 
Co-Presenter:  William White  
Project Adviser:  Ray Schultz (Theatre Arts) 
Title:  Killer Wingfield: Techniques for Independent Film and Theatre Production 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #109 3:50 p.m. 
  
The Killer Wingfield Theatre & Film Company has been producing original works with a primarily student 
ensemble for the past two years. Company co-founders Jonas Newhouse and William White have focused their 
efforts researching all aspects of production, striving to create an opportunity for themselves and their peers 
to create high-quality original works, including five plays and nine short films. As part of this research, Killer 
Wingfield produced a thirty-minute short film entitled “Relationship Advice." Originally produced as a one-act 
play, the film follows a young man struggling with anxiety and low self-esteem; his thoughts are represented as 
"characters" with whom he communicates. After the script was revised multiple times, filming took place over 
approximately thirty-two hours. The project required significant planning, with White preparing storyboards, 
shooting schedules, and securing equipment. They also worked on location scouting, securing props, and 
planning costumes for all characters. White then spent upwards of eighty hours editing the film for online 
release. Following initial video editing, Newhouse and White composed, performed, and recorded an original 
score. "Relationship Advice" represents the culmination of the company's collective learning experience in the 
area of film. Newhouse and White plan to apply this knowledge in their future professional lives. The 
presentation, including the screening of select film clips, will highlight specific examples of both the process 
and results of this collaboration.  
 
 
Presenter:  Christina Nyquist 
Co-Presenter:  Hannah Wahlstrom 
Project Adviser:  Cristina Ortiz (Anthropology) 
Title:  Views on Identity and Services: English-Speaking Morris Residents Consider Latino Immigration 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #111, 2:50 p.m. 
  
According to the US Census Bureau, the Latino population of Stevens County increased by almost 300% from 
2000 to 2010. Previous research in the Morris community focused on the concerns of the Latino population 
and education staff at Morris public schools. This project examines the perspectives and experiences of English 
-dominant Morris residents, particularly civic leaders and business owners, to better understand how they 
view their communities and the changes taking place. Our project conducted 15 semi-structured interviews 
where questions focused on how participants understand their own identities, their knowledge about and 
interaction with the Morris Latino population, and the challenges of serving Latino community members. 
Building on preliminary analysis from fall 2015, we will argue that the community leaders in our sample have 
intersecting cultural and racial identities of varying salience to the individual, and have a diverse and typically 
positive understanding of the Morris Latino population. Nonetheless, language and cultural barriers were 
frequently mentioned as the main difficulty in serving Latino community members. This analysis considers the 
idea that these concerns, while real and well-founded, may also indicate hesitation to interact across cultural 
and linguistic boundaries. Our project contributes to social science research on the dynamics of changing rural 
communities. Findings will be used to increase inclusiveness in Morris through improving UMM service 
learning endeavors by collaborating with Argie Manolis and the Office of Community Engagement, and to 
contribute to the ongoing research by Oscar Baldelomar concerning Latinos in Morris.  
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Presenter:  Joseph Melby 
Project Adviser:  Christopher K. Atkinson (Mathematics) 
Title:  Volume Estimates for Certain 3-Dimensional Hyperbolic Orbifolds 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #113, 3:30 p.m. 
  
Hyperbolic space is a negatively curved analog to ordinary Euclidean space. Negative curvature means that if a 
disc surrounding a point in a hyperbolic plane was placed in our 3-dimensional space, it would not lie flat but 
would instead look something like a Pringle chip. As a result, the interior angle sum of a triangle is less than 
180 degrees, and polygons and polyhedra have different properties. An orbifold is a space that encodes the 
rotational symmetries of a tiling of space. More specifically, a hyperbolic 3-orbifold is a 3-dimensional space 
with a one-dimensional set called the singular locus. Consider a wedge of a solid cylinder where two faces meet 
at an angle. If a creature living in this fractional cylinder exits one of the two faces, it would immediately enter 
the other face. These two faces are “glued” together in space, and the fractional cylinder surrounds a strand of 
this singular set. For our project, these singularities occur along strands that are twisted and linked together in 
space. A key invariant of a hyperbolic 3-orbifold is its volume, and as a result, hyperbolic orbifolds are best 
classified by their volumes. For this project, we develop a method for obtaining a lower volume bound for 
certain hyperbolic 3-orbifolds based on whether they contain certain types of spheres. Our estimation methods 
are based on techniques of Agol, Storm, and Thurston.  
 
 
Presenter:  Tayler Morris 
Co-Presenter: Abigail Paustian 
Project Adviser: Oscar Baldelomar (Psychology) 
Title:  Ethnic Identity Labeling among Rural Latino and European-American Children: A Consensus 
Model 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #114, 3:30 p.m. 
  
Children’s use of ethnic labels to identify themselves and others represents an important step in the 
development of their cultural and ethnic identity. Previous research on this topic has focused on samples 
drawn from large and ethnically diverse cities. Our presentation seeks to answer several crucial questions 
about ethnic labeling in a rural setting. 19 Latino and 57 European-American children (grades 1–6) attending a 
rural school in Minnesota were interviewed and asked to complete several different tasks, one of which was 
the labeling task. Children were shown photographs of a Latino family and a European-American family and 
were asked to select all the labels they thought applied to each family. They were then asked to select the 
ethnic labels they felt applied to themselves. Results were analyzed using cultural consensus analysis to 
determine the degree to which group members share preferences in their ethnic labeling. Preliminary results 
show that European-American participants have a strong consensus between family and self labels (i.e., they 
mirror one another), but Latino participants do not. Our findings indicate that Latino children may have a less 
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Presenter:  Whitney Adrian 
Project Adviser:  Abbey Fischer (Chemistry) 
Title:  Analysis of Anthocyanins in Red Wine: Development of a Separation Science Lab for Organic 
Chemistry Students 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #13 
 
A challenge to successfully teaching undergraduate science labs is having students engaged with, learning, and 
thinking about the material all at the same time. One way to overcome this challenge is to make real world 
connections between the concepts and the students’ life.  Food can readily bridge the gap between science and 
real life, as it plays a significant role in our everyday lives. For most second year undergraduate students in 
organic chemistry, wine is a food that always sparks interest; thus it should engage the students before, during, 
and after the experiment. This research focused on combining that spark of interest with the importance of 
color to teach important laboratory techniques and emphasize key points from lecture.  Red wine gets its color 
primarily from a class of natural dye molecules called anthocyanins that are extracted from the grape skins 
when the wine is made. The color of anthocyanins is pH-dependent, so anthocyanins make a great bridge for 
connecting structure, function, and pH. In the lab procedure developed during this research, reverse phase 
chromatography is used to separate the anthocyanins of red wine, followed by UV-Vis spectroscopy and thin 
layer chromatography characterizations of the collected anthocyanins. During the UV-Vis studies, the samples 
are measured at initial, acidic, and basic pH to examine the effect of pH on anthocyanin color by a 
measurement of wavelength and absorbance. Students will see before their own eyes the relationships 
between structure, function, polarity, and pH. 
  
Presenter:  Nathan Bean 
Project Adviser:  Roger Rose (Political Science) 
Title:  Do Human Rights Matter? An Analysis of Presidential Human Rights Rhetoric from 1993-2014 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #21 
 
My research examines how and why American presidents speak about international human rights issues, using 
rhetoric about human rights from the Clinton, George W. Bush, and Obama administrations. This data was 
generated through a content analysis of speeches from The Public Papers of the President, which coded by 
hand all direct statements made by American presidents between 1993 and 2014. As a result, my research 
benefits from a large number of cases (660) studied. I also created a 30-country panel of data to analyze how 
presidential attention to these countries was influenced by several explanatory variables, including military 
aid and level of rights abuse. As there has been no prior research about presidential human rights rhetoric, my 
data offers an innovative approach to measure U.S. attention to human rights around the world and, from a 
purely descriptive standpoint, an extensive first look at how U.S. presidents talk about human rights issues. I 
theorized that rhetorical attention to human rights issues would be dependent on the strategic value of the 
region where the abuses take place, and that the president would avoid criticizing countries where high 
numbers of U.S. military personnel were stationed. Using descriptive statistics and a measure of bivariate 
correlation, I found compelling evidence that presidential human rights attention was influenced by regional 
location, but only weak evidence to tie presidential speech to the presence of military personnel. 
POSTER PRESENTATIONS 
Oyate Hall, Student Center 
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Presenter:  Laura Borkenhagen 
Project Adviser:  Rebecca Dean (Anthropology) 
Title:  The Impacts of Agriculture on Small Mammals in Prehistoric Southern Arizona 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #4 
 
Agriculture was first introduced to the Tucson Basin of Arizona during the Formative period (also known as the 
Early Agricultural period) around 2000 BC. During the Classic period (AD 750–950), the later Hohokam people 
developed large-scale riverine irrigation systems. Despite the size and numbers of excavations that have been 
conducted at Hohokam sites, it is still unclear when the Hohokam developed a sedentary lifestyle and the 
degree to which they impacted the environment around them. One way to answer these questions is to look at 
the effects of human activity on animals, particularly whether anthropogenic environmental changes 
established new ecological niches for populations of small mammals; with this in mind, I measured remains of 
the genus Lepus (the jackrabbit) from the Marana mound, a Classic period Hohokam site, and compared this to 
a data set from Las Capas, a Formative period site also located in the Tucson Basin, to see if or how human-
caused environmental changes affected the size of the jackrabbit. Jackrabbits are generally smaller and/or 
more variable in size in the later period, suggesting that the human impact on the local environment depressed 
the size of rabbits (either through poorer habitat or over-hunting) and that jackrabbits were hunted in a wider 
variety of microenvironments as hunting areas expanded to feed larger villages. 
 
  
Presenter:  Resa Brockman 
Project Adviser:  Steve Burks (Economics) 
Title:  New Factors in Predicting Student Success 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #2 
 
We report on the reexamination of methods used in the prior work of Burks et al. (2014) for a new study. The 
prior research used methods from psychology and experimental economics in a sample of 100 UMM students 
to examine how personality characteristics, cognitive skills, and economic preferences predict cumulative GPA 
and graduation outcomes. Findings included that scores in the proactive (hardworking) subscale of the Big Five 
Conscientiousness scale positively predicted graduation outcomes and GPA, and scores in the Big Five 
Agreeableness scale (prosociality) negatively predicted graduation outcomes. The new study updated data 
collection tools and protocols, with the goals of decreasing costs and time involved per subject, expanding 
explanatory scope with a measure of study habits, the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ), 
and expanding measures of prosocial behaviors (through extended economic experiments), as well as 
collecting more comprehensive follow-up data. Five pilot data collection sessions were conducted, and new 
measures and new versions of existing measures were tested. Access was also obtained to several new sources 
of institutional data, including novel measures of prosociality and campus involvement. Initial exploratory 
analysis suggests that a new open-source intelligence measure provides similar information to the previously 
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Presenter:  Henry Kneiszel 
Project Adviser:  Tonya Kim Dewey-Findell (Linguistics) 
Title:  The Decline and Loss of the Be-Perfect in English 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #113, 3:10 p.m. 
  
My project takes place within the linguistic context of Construction Grammar, which considers syntactic 
structures to have meaning independent of the individual words that make them up. Construction Grammar 
also makes the generalization that a change in form indicates a change in meaning (Goldberg 1995). However, 
little attention has been paid to whether a change in meaning necessarily indicates a change in form. 
The aim of this research is to examine the disappearance of the “to be” form as an acceptable auxiliary for the 
perfect in English such as in the example, “John is gone to town.” There are two main questions to address: 
when did the construction disappear and how quickly? There has been research into the rise of the perfect 
(Drinka 2015) but little to no research into the disappearance of the “to be” form. General consensus is that the 
“to be” form vanished by the end of the medieval period. However, there are exceptions that prompt further 
research. In order to study the timeline for the “to be” perfect past tense auxiliary, I gathered data from three 
English corpora (linguistic databases), both British and American. I found appropriate constructions, 
disambiguated the perfect from the passive, and then considered their context. I organized the data according 
to year in order to quantify the decline in frequency of the perfect with “to be.” I have noted the type of work in 
which the sentences appear to test whether modern authors use the “to be” past perfect exclusively to imitate 
speech patterns from other times/dialects or as a rare but legitimate aspect of their own speech patterns.  
 
 
Presenter:  Jayce Koester 
Project Adviser:  Roger Rose (Political Science) 
Title:  Looking through the Lens of Bt Cotton: India’s Complex Relationship with Seed Sovereignty 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #114, 2:30 p.m. 
  
Cotton genetically modified with Bt toxins (Bt cotton), releasing chemicals that act as an insecticide, 
particularly against bollworm, has become widely used throughout India. The crop strain, now occupying 
nearly 85% of the cotton crop space in the country, has nearly doubled yields and has become a mainstay in 
the Indian agricultural economy since the early 2000s. However, both its creation and rise have come under 
heavy scrutiny. For example, the initial field tests faced allegations of illegal testing and the unethical exposure 
of other crops. As time continued, Bt cotton’s price and market share were linked by some to farmer suicide, 
high debt rates, and a shift towards industrialized and internationalized seed economy. As a result, I believe 
examining Bt cotton as a case study has the potential to provide insight into the legal framework and social 
cost surrounding genetically modified crops and the controversy they provoke.  My research draws from a 
variety of sources including scientific studies surrounding Bt cotton, interviews, and site visits in India. 
Preliminary results indicate that by engaging critically with India’s experience, we can shed new light on the 
complicated nature of multinational seed companies and the potentially negative effects of the development of 
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Presenter:  Brittany Grady 
Project Adviser:  Emily Bruce (History) 
Title:  The Moral of the Story: Shifting Relationships between Fairy Tales, Fantasy, and Morality 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #113, 2:50 p.m. 
  
In recent decades, scholars have been interested in using traditional fairy tales as lenses through which to gain 
new insight into past perspectives on morality and the civilizing process. Few, however, have examined these 
perspectives in modern contexts, as they relate to the fairy tales of today—that is, the modern fantasy genre. In 
my research, I will examine three popular, serial British modern fairy tales, spanning from the nineteenth 
century to the present day. Specifically, I will focus on an early nineteenth-century version of The Arabian 
Nights, Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings trilogy, and Rowling’s Harry Potter series, with each story representing 
both its respective time period and the fantasy genre as a whole. The goal of this project is three-fold: to trace 
the shifts in morality and draw conclusions about how these stories have contributed to our modern 
perceptions of morality; to provide insight into the changing moral codes of different societies by historicizing 
the stories that come out of them; and to emphasize the cause-and-effect, mutualistic relationship between 
stories and society, affirming, in turn, the idea that stories play—and continue to play—an invaluable part in 
shaping our world.  
 
 
Presenter:  Kaitlyn Holen 
Project Adviser:  Jennifer Rothchild (Sociology) 
Title:  Reaction to Presence of Mental Illness in Children: Relation to Overall Success and Well-Being for 
Those in Public School Systems 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #111, 3:50 p.m. 
  
Mentally ill children’s educational needs have often times been ignored due to lack of acknowledgment and 
consideration by members of modern day educational institutions, such as the public school system. I argue 
that by acknowledging diagnoses, understanding mental illnesses, and acquiring knowledge of behavior 
modification techniques, schools can provide non-parental figures of society with adequate tools for assisting 
this vulnerable population. Effective reactions to the presented challenges of mental illness addressed in this 
study are limited to behavior interventions initiated by teachers, parents, and various programs in the public 
school system. The study was also uninclusive of additional potential factors such as parenting styles, cross-
cultural attributes, and socioeconomic status but promotes future research in these areas. Conclusions: 
Through extensive qualitative literature research on the variables mentioned above, there is substantial 
support for the statement that effective reactions by teachers to the presence of mental illness in children and 
the associated problematic behavior is essential to the children’s overall success and well-being in the public 
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Presenter:  Charles Cain 
Project Adviser:  Engin Sungur (Statistics) 
Title:  Integration of Path Analysis with Bayesian Networks for Modeling Latent Variables 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #28 
 
Bayesian Networks are networks of interconnected variables used to explain causal relationships with 
conditional probability. Latent variables or hidden variables are variables that cannot be directly measured, 
like depression or physical activity. They can be used inside of a Bayesian Network. This research looks at 
latent variables as a weighted sum of observed variables. We use these modeled latent variables as continuous 
variables in a Bayesian Network. As an example, we look at a Bayesian Network of the causation of diabetes 
using data from the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) that is publicly available 
from the CDC and contains several health-related variables. In this example, we model physical inactivity, as a 
weighted sum of variables in the data. We found that physical inactivity can be modeled as a linear 
combination of the total number of hours watching TV and the number of hours spent doing vigorous/
moderate physical activity. These variables were inversely correlated, meaning we contrasted amount of 
activity with time spent watching TV. 
  
 
Presenter:  Praloy Carlson 
Project Adviser:  Christopher Cole (Biology) 
Title:  Investigation of Age-Specific Production of Condensed Tannins in Populus balsamifera 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #8 
 
Balsam poplar trees (Populus balsamifera) are found throughout North America, often growing with quaking 
aspen (P. tremuloides). Both species produce polyphenols, such as condensed tannins, as defense against 
pathogens and herbivores. In P. tremuloides there is a trade-off between this defense chemical production and 
growth, and the juvenile trees produce fewer tannin than the mature trees. We want to determine whether the 
ontogenetic change in defense chemistry occurring in P. tremuloides also occurs in P. balsamifera. Samples 
were taken from juvenile and mature trees at 12 locations in west central Minnesota. The tannins were 
extracted, complexed with iron, and quantified with spectrometry. The results show that the levels of tannins 
follow the same pattern as shown in P. tremuloides where the mature trees contain higher levels of tannins 
than the juvenile ones. This supports that species within the same genus act alike for this instance of 
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Presenter:  Sam Daniewicz 
Project Adviser:  Oscar Baldelomar (Psychology) 
Title:  The Concurrent Validity of a Measure on Religious Identity 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #23 
 
This study examined the concurrent validity of a new measure of religious identity status. This measure was 
evaluated using existing measures of religious involvement. 142 emerging adult participants (ages 18-26) 
responded to a survey with questionnaires assessing religiosity, religious upbringing, religious identity status, 
and demographic background. Religious identity status involved an adaptive flowchart-type questionnaire in 
which two opposing statements are presented. Statements chosen led participants to be placed into one of 
eight categories that reflect a low-commitment or high-commitment religious identity. The high-commitment 
group holds a definite view about their religion, while those with low-commitment identities are still exploring 
religion or simply not interested in religion. It was expected that those in the high-commitment group would 
be higher in religiosity and those with statuses specifying parental involvement in their religious commitment 
would be high in religious upbringing. Results indicated significant differences across statuses on religiosity 
and religious upbringing. High-commitment statuses tended to have higher religiosity than those in low-
commitment. Also as expected, low-commitment identities, overall, have lower religiosity and religious 
upbringing. These results provide concurrent validity for religious identity status in that categories go along 
with the measures of religiosity and religious upbringing. 
 
  
Presenter:  Ruby DeBellis 
Co-Presenter:  Tsegereda Lamesgin 
Project Adviser:  Zack Mensinger (Biochemistry) 
Title:  The Effects of Protein Blocking on Dye Molecule Adsorption in Metal-Organic Frameworks 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #30 
 
The peptides insulin and amyloid β were used in this study and others like it because of the role they play in 
diabetes and Alzheimer’s disease. In order to learn more about these peptides and their behaviors, metal-
organic frameworks (MOFs) and dye molecules were used in various tests of adsorption. MOFs are an 
intriguing class of materials consisting of infinite crystalline lattices formed when metal ions are bridged by 
organic molecule linkers. Their porous, sponge-like nature can have highly variable properties depending on 
the metals and linkers used. In this study, we utilized MOFs by adsorbing small peptides, in this case insulin, 
and a dye molecule solution of Congo red (CR) and bromophenol blue (BB). CR is an important dye indicator in 
experiments concerning amyloid β, and BB is present in numerous protein ladders that have been used in 
related research. This study addresses the potential interactions that insulin may have with these dye 
molecules when exposed to various MOFs. The adsorption of insulin in this experiment is done to “block” the 
MOF pores in an attempt to prohibit dye molecule adsorption. UV-Vis spectroscopy was used to determine the 
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Presenter:  Kali Dahmus 
Co-Presenter:  Jordan Blank 
Project Adviser:  Oscar Baldelomar (Psychology) 
Title:  Awareness of the Occupations of Latino Immigrants in Rural Minnesota: A Comparative Study 
between European-American and Latino Children 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #114, 2:50 p.m. 
  
Although some research has shown that children are generally aware of what their parents do for work, there 
is a complete lack of research on whether or not children have knowledge of where their peers’ parents work. 
The goal of this study is to better understand the level of awareness European-American and Latino children 
have surrounding Latino immigrant occupations. We chose to focus on the perceptions of the Latino 
immigrants by the majority population primarily because not only are immigrants adjusting to their new 
environment, but also the community is adjusting to them. The majority of the Latino population in Morris, MN, 
is a result of the recruitment process of a local dairy and manufacturing company. Participants consisted of 
53.3% European-American students (N=16) and 46.7% Latino students (N=14) in grades 1–11. Students were 
interviewed and asked a series of questions regarding their school experience in Morris, MN (e.g., “What do 
[Latino/your] parents do for work?”). The results indicated that even though 75% of the Latino sample 
identified that their parental guardians (majority identified their fathers) are employed at a local 
manufacturing and dairy company, only 25% of European-American students had knowledge regarding the 
parental occupations of their Latino peers. Although data was collected in a small rural community, the results 
indicate that the majority of European-American students are unaware of the occupations that are held by the 
parents of their Latino peers. This is concerning because despite the efforts to integrate both of these 
populations, our research shows there is a lack of education about this aspect of the community.  
 
Presenter:  Sam Daniewicz 
Project Adviser:  Oscar Baldelomar (Psychology) 
Title:  Attitudes toward Drug Use in Relation to Past and Present Religious Involvement in Emerging 
Adults 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #114, 3:10 p.m. 
  
This study examined attitudes toward drug and substance use and how they relate to past religious upbringing 
and present religious involvement during emerging adulthood (ages 18–26). It has been shown that higher 
religious involvement correlates with lower rates of participation in drug use in emerging adults, so 
investigating how this effect translates to the relationship between past and present religious involvement and 
perceptions of drugs is of interest. 142 participants responded to a survey that assessed attitudes towards 
drugs in general, negative beliefs about the consequences, present religious involvement, and past religious 
involvement. Preliminary analyses showed that all bivariate correlations were statistically significant. General 
attitudes had negative relationships with past and present religious involvement, while negative beliefs about 
consequences all correlated positively. A follow-up SEM analysis was performed. This model showed past 
religious involvement as having non-significant relationships with all variables, while the relationships with 
current religious involvement remained significant and in the same direction. This finding gives insight into 
how emerging adults think of drugs. Namely, current religious involvement has a positive relationship with 
holding negative beliefs about drug use and a negative relationship with positive views of drug use, and there is 
evidence that this is a stronger relationship than with past religious involvement.  
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Presenter:  Bennett Carson 
Project Adviser:  Chris Dallager (Disabilities Studies) 
Title:  Digital Notes for Students with Disabilities 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #113, 3:50 p.m. 
  
As the world becomes more digital, enduring formats like pen and paper notes seem both outdated and out of 
place, leaving space for new approaches like digital notes. Digital notes encompass any method of taking notes 
on a computer, but recent advances in devices and software allow for the full replacement of traditional notes. 
Not only are digital notes a practical application of modern technology, but digital notes also have potential to 
help students with academic disabilities. Instead of designated note-takers crafting notes on carbon copy 
paper, our upcoming pilot program will allow them to take notes digitally. These digital notes are handed to 
the Disability Resource Center, which distributes them to students with disabilities. The overarching idea 
behind this project is to provide better learning tools for these students, which can help create a more even 
playing field. Although students with disabilities each require different resources, the flexibility of the system 
allows for different ways for each student to benefit. With this presentation, I will describe the process for 
taking digital notes, highlight examples of the work, and detail the implications of the upcoming pilot program. 
In particular, I will note how students with academic disabilities benefit from this new approach to the age-old 
idea of note-taking. Digital notes have increased legibility and clarity through tools like rich typed text and 
multi-colored illustrations. The digital format itself allows for possibilities beyond regular notes. For example, 
a student with visual impairments can use text to speech software to read aloud a section of typed notes, or a 
visual learner can better understand a graph with color. The notes themselves can be sent to professors, 
accessed from a phone, or just printed out for a student. Due to personal success with the medium, the 
program, techniques, and skills are beginning to be used to aid students who are unable to take notes, with far-
reaching potential in the coming years.  
 
Presenter:  Maggie Casale 
Project Adviser:  Nic McPhee (Computer Science) 
Title:  Visualizing Genetic Programming Ancestries Using Graph Databases 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #112, 2:50 p.m. 
  
Evolutionary computation uses a form of simulated evolution to discover solutions to problems. An example of 
this is evolving computer programs that solve specific tasks. These programs start with randomly generated 
programs and then select programs that are “better” than the others to be parents. Parent programs are then 
altered and combined to create a new generation of programs. Selection and recombination is then performed 
over and over until a potentially reasonable solution is constructed. In most evolutionary computation 
research, only summary statistics are presented. These are important for understanding results, such as 
showing that approach A yields better results than approach B. However, this tells us nothing about why 
approach A is better or how it yields the improved results. An alternative to a summary of statistics is 
displaying them in a more meaningful way, such as a diagram. In this work, we’ve stored results in a graph 
database, allowing us to create diagrams that represent whole evolutionary trees that were generated. We can 
also find “successful” programs that have found an answer. From these programs, we can build ancestry trees 
that only contain parents, grandparents, etc., of the “successful” program. These diagrams highlight important 
moments in the evolutionary process, such as highly improved error rates from one generation to another. 
They also allow us to compare the dynamics when using different evolutionary tools, such as different 
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Co-Presenter:  Nathan Ferrey 
Project Adviser:  Timna Wyckoff (Biology) 
Title:  Investigating the Biochemical Interaction between Cell Shape Determining Proteins Csd1 and 
Csd2 in Helicobacter pylori and Escherichia coli 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #9 
 
The helical shape of Helicobacter pylori allows the bacterium to corkscrew into the lining of the stomach where 
it can proliferate and cause certain health conditions such as gastric cancer and stomach ulcers. The 
pathogenicity of H. pylori is thought to be correlated to its helical structure, which is generated by the cleaving 
and tightening of the peptidoglycan cell wall by multiple Cell Shape Determining (Csd) proteins. It is known 
that Csd1 and Csd2 proteins are involved in forming the twist associated with H. pylori cell wall shape. 
Mutational analysis conducted in Dr. Timna Wyckoff’s research lab suggests that Csd1 and Csd2 physically 
interact. The aim of this study was to further explore the Csd1–Csd2 interaction through experiments using the 
E. coli BACTH system. We hypothesized that mutations to crucial residues in either Csd1 or Csd2 would 
prevent the two proteins from interacting. Results show that there is a Csd1–Csd2 interaction as well as a Csd2
–Csd2 interaction, but mutations to Csd1 and Csd2 do not interrupt the interactions in this system. Therefore, 
the Csd1–Csd2 protein–protein interaction is more complicated than previously thought. 
  
 
Presenter:  Kali Dahmus 
Co-Presenter:  Jill Bantau  
Project Adviser:  Kerry Michael (Psychology) 
Title:  Perspectives on Cross-Ethnic Friendships among Emerging Adults: A Focus Group Discussion 
Approach 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #22 
 
Emerging adulthood is described as a prolonged period of identity exploration, mainly in industrialized 
societies (Arnett 2000). In the US, the delay of more stable roles, like marriage or career, may mean that peer 
relationships play a more important role than in the past. Experiences and choices between ages 18–25 can 
have long term effects on life course. Additionally, cross-ethnic friendships have been shown to have positive 
impacts (Kawabata and Crick 2011; Kawabata and Crick 2015). It is therefore important to study this 
developmental period and its association with intergroup relationships. Specifically, this research will  gather 
information about the dynamics of cross-ethnic friendships using focus groups. Participants will be placed into 
groups by ethnicity (self-selected) and asked to discuss scripted questions about their beliefs and experiences 
with cross-ethnic friendships. By examining European Americans, Native Americans, and Latino Americans, we 
expect to find that they will have unique perspectives of cross-ethnic friendships. We expect findings to include 
differences in number of cross-ethnic friends and the reliance on these peers for support in decision making. A 
forum method will allow us to discuss many possible differences, which can motivate further research. Much 
research has been done on intergroup relationships, but not as it relates to emerging adulthood. Data on the 
developmental stage of emerging adulthood according to ethnicity is just beginning to appear. This study will 
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Title:  Individual Differences in the Relationship between Personality, Stress, and Self-Care 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #24 
 
Each individual deals with stress differently, including some who respond by neglecting personal needs. 
Previous research examining ties between stress and self-care (SC) found that elevated stress was correlated 
with increasingly poor SC practices, such as sleep deprivation, poor hygiene, and inadequate supportive social 
interactions. Past research has not considered the impact of individual differences in personality on a person’s 
interpretation of stress, or its interaction with their SC. The study aims to examine the relationship between 
personality, stress levels, and SC. Data will be gathered via computerized survey in which participants will take 
a standardized personality inventory and respond to questions about their stress levels and SC habits. Previous 
research leads us to believe that people who rate highly on personality subtraits of industriousness, 
compassion, and enthusiasm will be more prone to overzealous commitment to obligations outside of 
themselves, thereby detracting from their ability to SC properly, and that people who score highly on 
neuroticism and conscientiousness are likely to have a stronger negative relationship between stress and SC. 
These results have the potential to inform those with certain personality traits about being more mindful in 
their SC, which could decrease incidence of burnout in these individuals. These findings could also be used in 
preventative mental health care, leading to lower occurrence of stress-related mental illnesses. 
 
  
Presenter:  Brittney Ferrian 
Project Advisers:  Kevin Boyd and Sylke Boyd (Physics) 
Title:  Construction of a Low-Cost LIDAR for Cirrus Cloud Observations 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #17 
 
Our physical understanding of the Earth’s climate is critically linked to our quantitative understanding of 
cirrus cloud coverage and behavior. Altitude and thickness of these clouds are factors in the atmospheric 
radiation balance. A relatively simple method for measuring these parameters is Light Detection and Ranging 
(LIDAR). LIDAR sends a laser pulse to the clouds. The ice particles in the cirrus clouds scatter the laser pulse. A 
portion of the laser pulse returns and is received by a photo diode. The time delay between pulse and return 
signal is used to determine the altitude of the cloud. We designed and built the LIDAR control electronics and 
optical arrangement. Challenges include the design and construction of a timing circuit that allows control over 
very short laser pulses, the alignment of a stable optical path, ensuring a good return signal, and processing the 
return signal through a control processor. The LIDAR will be placed in a weatherproof box with the correct 
alignment and an interface to the control computer. I plan to present the layout of the LIDAR along with these 
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Title:  Society vs. Science: The Lexicon of the Abortion Debate 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #111, 3:10 p.m. 
  
Social factors, such as public opinion and family values, influence abortion policy in the United States. I argue 
that certain forms of media depict abortion through a religious and political lens. In turn, this particular 
framework leads the way to the usage of propaganda techniques, and scientific facts about abortion are 
overlooked. In this research project, I will conduct a comparative analysis of the media's representation of 
Planned Parenthood and the representation of anti-abortion organizations. Specifically, I will conduct a 
content analysis of media depictions by collecting data from web-based newspaper articles. By coding the 
samples into categories, I will analyze the frequency and intensity of religious and scientific components. The 
findings of research projects such as these uncover the social construction of abortion and broaden our 
understanding of the political and religious reasoning the media utilizes. Furthermore, this research provides 
important implications for reproductive health and abortion policy.  
 
Presenter:  Aspen Billiet 
Project Adviser:  Jessica Larson (Studio Art) 
Title:  Feminism as an Approach to Fighting Anthropogenic Climate Change 
Type of Presentation:  Oral Presentation 
John Q. Imholte Hall, Room #113, 2:30 p.m. 
  
Anthropogenic climate change as a result of a rapidly increasing human population is one of the greatest 
threats to current human societies. My presentation is part of an ongoing conversation surrounding the issues 
climate change presents, the role population growth plays in climate change, and how feminism can be used as 
a means to fight climate change. I have collected research from several university-level literary pieces 
concerning population growth over the past four decades and the unmet need for contraception in developing 
countries. These works draw upon geographers’ findings as well as surveys. I have also collected data from the 
PRB World Population Data Sheet and the World Bank Economic Review in order to make clear the connection 
between climate change and feminism that I originally saw in the documentary film Mother: Caring for 7 Billion. 
In order to regulate population growth rates in an effort to slow growth and to slow climate change, it is 
important that all women have control over their reproductive systems; feminism can achieve this autonomy 
and fight anthropogenic climate change.  
ORAL PRESENTATIONS 
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Presenter:  Shelby Flanagan 
Project Adviser:  Chris Dallager (Disabilities Studies) 
Title:  Employer Willingness to Accommodate for Individuals with Disabilities 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #25 
 
Legal development in the workplace has created an ever-changing environment for workers, especially 
workers with disabilities. The Americans with Disabilities Act created requirements for hiring and providing 
accommodations for employees with disabilities, resulting in fewer people with disabilities being hired 
because employers viewed these accommodations as too costly. People with disabilities are disproportionately 
un- and underemployed, so research into how and why these disparities occur is vital. This study’s purpose is 
to examine factors that influence willingness to provide accommodations. This was achieved by administering 
a survey to Human Resources employees at various companies. The factors examined include company size, 
accommodation cost, and disability type. Previous research shows that employers view some types of 
disabilities as "easier to hire" than others (for example, people with chronic illness are seen as easier to hire 
than people with intellectual disabilities). Therefore, there were three segments of the survey: one concerning 
disabilities considered by past research to be "easy to hire," one concerning "moderately difficult to hire" 
disabilities, and one concerning "difficult to hire" disabilities. We anticipate that the three segments will yield 
distinct responses, showing that disability type has an impact on willingness to provide accommodations, that 
all employers will be more willing to provide low-cost accommodations than expensive ones, and that larger 
companies will be more willing to provide accommodations than smaller ones.  
  
 
Presenter:  Rachel Forrest 
Project Adviser:  Gary Wahl (Studio Art) 
Title:  Molding Bronze into a Visual Representation of Anxiety 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #6 
 
As a fourth year art major and statistics minor I explore through my research a combination of metalwork, 
organic and inorganic forms, and most recently, anxiety. In this project, I worked to combine the visual 
language of figurative bronzes and data analysis translating mental states (both personal and universal) that 
are otherwise difficult to express into physical representations for others to examine and interpret. The goal of 
my research was to complete three finished bronze pieces that intersect organic and inorganic forms while 
expressing the overarching theme of anxiety. I will be using a lost wax ceramic shell process to transform my 
initial models from clay into bronze. This complicated process produces work in a material traditionally 
associated with monuments of great power, struggle, and historical significance. My hopes for this project is to 
expose the struggles of those battling the unseen disorder of anxiety and make people think about how it 
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Title:  Growth, Lipid Production, and Viral–Host Interactions of PBCV-1 Chlorovirus and Chlorella 
vulgaris 395 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #11 
 
The global concern of depleting supplies of petroleum-based fuel sources has initiated the investigation of many 
alternative fuel sources, including biofuel from microalgae. Extensive research has been conducted to enhance 
biofuel substrate production (e.g., algal oil) in natural and genetically-modified microalgal strains. However, 
many of these enhancements inhibit photosynthetic productivity and thus cell growth, making them impractical 
for large-scale production. A potential solution to this dilemma is the use of algal viruses as tools to genetically 
engineer algal metabolic pathways. Thus, understanding relatively unexplored algal virus-host interactions may 
be key to establishing healthy cultures for industrial-scale algal-based biofuel production. The purpose of this 
study was to elucidate fundamental relationships between a characterized algal virus PBCV-1 on known and 
potential algal host, Chlorella vulgaris 395. Methodology included batch culturing of algae with monitoring of 
growth while uninfected and infected with PBCV-1 virus. Results from this study establish a foundation upon 
which future work towards engineering viruses may be useful as biological tools for enhancing commercial-
scale algae production. 
 
  
Presenter:  Hannah Goemann 
Project Adviser:  Joseph Alia (Chemistry) 
Title:  Optimization of Mangosteen Dye-Sensitized Solar Cells 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #12 
 
Garcinia mangostana, commonly known as mangosteen, is often referred to as the “queen of fruits” for its 
delicious flavor and numerous health benefits. Mangosteen has also attracted attention in recent dye-sensitized 
solar cells (DSSC) studies as the dye extracted from the fruit’s purple-red pericarp has exceeded many natural 
dyes in DSSC efficiency. In short, this dye is promising for the development of a natural products-based, 
sustainable DSSC, as it is a highly effective transporter of photoexcited electrons into the solar cell to be 
converted into electricity. The purpose of this study was to optimize the dye extraction from the mangosteen 
pericarp for use in DSSC applications.  Previous studies have indicated that rutin, a prominent dye molecule in 
the mangosteen pericarp, is the main contributing factor to DSSC efficiency. However, the results from this 
study suggest that extracting cyanidins, another group of dye molecules present in the pericarp, in acidic 
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Title:  Major League Baseball Fastball Velocity and Days Spent on the Disabled List 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #27 
 
Recent reports suggest an increasing rate of injury in baseball pitchers. Increasing fastball velocity is a possible 
explanation for an increasing rate of injury. Our purpose was to compare fastball velocity from three separate 
seasons and the number of player days on the disabled list for Major League Baseball players. Using the 
website prosportstransactions.com, we determined players and the length of time those players were placed 
on the disabled list during the 2007, 2010, and 2012 seasons.  After determination, we used the website 
fangraphs.com to determine dates of birth and pitching statistics (fastball velocity, career velocity, days spent 
on the disabled list). We compared statistics for all three seasons. There was no significant increase in average 
fastball velocity for pitchers that spent a part of the season on the disabled list (P=0.4335); season means in 
miles/hr: 2007, 91.0 (90.2-91.8), 2010, 91.4 (90.6-92.2), and 2012, 91.2 (90.7-91.7). Similarly, there was no 
significant difference between the three seasons for the number of days players spent on the disabled list 
(P=0.3851); season means in days/player: 2007, 39.5 (31.2-47.8), 2010, 27.5 (25.2-38.0), and 2012, 39.7 (30.1
-49.2). There was no significant difference between the three groups in age at the time injury (P=0.6788). In 
this population over a six-year study period, there was neither an increase in mean fastball velocity nor an 
increase in mean days/player spent on the disabled list. 
  
Presenter:  Elsie Wilson 
Project Adviser:  Zack Mensinger (Chemistry) 
Title:  Peptides Adsorption and Desorption in Metal-Organic Frameworks: A Study of the Interactions 
of Peptides with Various MOFs 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #32 
 
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) are repetitive structures with organic linkers and metal ions, forming 
relatively large pores that are able to capture other molecules, such as gases, medicines, and in this case, 
proteins. The focus of this project has been to assess certain MOFs (such as MIL-100 (Al), MIL-100 (Fe), and 
HKUST-1) and their interactions with amyloid beta protein (Aa ). Aa  is a significant protein in Alzheimer’s 
disease, forming the plaques on the brain that are a clear symptom of the condition. Aa  aggregates rapidly into 
these plaques, and the structures of the protein as it folds are not clearly understood. Using MOFs to study this 
protein will lead to a better understanding of its properties, as the pores of the MOF can sometimes “suspend” 
the protein in a particular conformation. This poster presents the results of incubations between MOFs and Aa  
and the organic solvent acetonitrile, which was utilized to desorb proteins from the MOF pores. This was used 
as a tool to compare the relative strength with which the different MOFs store Aa  in their pores. This research 
has determined that some MOFs adsorb Aa  more effectively than others (Mil-100 (Fe), HKUST-1). Additionally, 
our findings suggest that some MOFs create stronger interactions with their adsorbed protein than others, 
making it more difficult to desorb the previously adsorbed protein (Mil-100 (Fe)), whereas other MOFs elute 
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Title:  Investigating the Influence of CD80/B7-H1 Signaling on Anti-tumor Immune Responses Mediated 
by CD8+ T Cells 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #10 
 
Tumor immunology is an emerging field of cancer research that uses the immune system to fight cancers. CD8+ 
T cells, found naturally occurring in the immune system, target and kill tumor cells. Tumor cells are capable of 
evading CD8+ T cells. One way of evasion is through the use of B7-H1 (PD-L1), a surface protein. B7-H1 is 
known to interact with PD-1, a cell surface protein on CD8+ T cells. This interaction between B7-H1 and PD-1 
leads to increased levels of CD8+ T cell death. B7-H1 also interacts with CD80, which is expressed on the 
surface of CD8+ T cells. The signaling pathway that occurs when B7-H1 interacts with CD80 has not been 
studied to the same extent as PD-1. Therefore, it is unclear what happens downstream of the B7-H1/CD80 
interaction. Our project focuses on the B7-H1/CD80 interaction and the effects that this interaction has on 
CD8+ T cells. Using flow cytometry, western blot analysis, and cell counts, we have been gathering the 
necessary data to show that interaction. Currently in clinical settings, there are semi-successful 
immunotherapies that target the B7-H1/PD-1 pathway. Results of the B7-H1/CD80 interaction would give 
insight into finding a new enhanced immunotherapy. 
  
Presenter:  Sarah Strenge 
Project Adviser:  Jennifer Goodnough (Chemistry) 
Title:  To Benchtop NMR or Not to Benchtop NMR? 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #15 
 
In undergraduate research and teaching labs, the incorporation of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) is both 
exciting to the student and critical to the student’s chemistry education. An NMR is one of the instruments 
widely used in chemistry to obtain physical, chemical, electronic and structural information about molecules 
by measuring the chemical shift parameter. The University of Minnesota, Morris, has recently acquired a 60 
MHz benchtop NMR to improve access for a greater number of students to use NMR. Our work focused on 
using several quality control measures (e.g., standard deviation, limits of detection, S/N, calibration curves) to 
help faculty and students determine where/when to use the 300 MHz NMR and when to use the 60 MHz 
benchtop NMR. We considered various NMR parameters (number of scans, linewidths, splitting patterns, time 
factors, etc.). Overall for undergraduate research projects, we found that the 300 MHz NMR is usually 
appropriate. For teaching labs, we found that the ease of use and short time frame create more opportunities to 
use the benchtop NMR for a greater number of students. We can now give an answer to the question of when 
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Title:  Modeling Latent Variables with Directional Dependence 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #29 
 
Latent variables are variables that are inferred rather than observed (e.g. wisdom and success). Due to the 
nature of latent variables, there are a multitude of ways to construct them using observed variables. This 
research is concerned with creating latent variables through the application of directional dependence. 
Directional dependence is used for causal analysis and helps to determine the dependency of two variables. 
This research has given rise to an algorithm that constructs latent variables while taking into account the 
directional dependence of the variables it uses. The data used comes from the National Health and Nutrition 
Examination Survey and is used to create a latent variable representing physical activity using four measurable 
variables. This latent variable is used with other variables (such as race, BMI, family history, etc.) to model the 
likelihood of contracting type II diabetes. Through statistical tests and model comparisons, we are able to 
compare this method of latent variable construction to other standard techniques. When compared to common 
latent variable construction, the model accounting for directional dependence does as well or better than these 
typical techniques. This method could be used in the future when creating latent variables and incorporating 
directional dependence to understand how the variables affect one another. 
 
  
Presenter:  Chloe Hanson 
Project Adviser:  Zack Mensinger (Chemistry) 
Title:  A Study of Selective Adsorption in Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs) to Evaluate Utility toward 
Aggregated Amyloid-Beta 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #31 
 
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a devastating disease that affects millions of older individuals and their families in 
the United States. The annual costs associated with this mind-debilitating ailment are greater than 200 billion 
dollars. Unfortunately, there is no effective treatment for this illness. A potential answer to the source of this 
disease is a small protein found in the brain, amyloid-beta peptide (Aa ). This protein changes from its normal, 
“healthy” form into a misshapen, unhealthy form that sticks together, forming the large clumps of protein 
known as amyloid plaques, which have been found in the brains of those afflicted with AD. Despite the 
importance of Aa  to Alzheimer’s, too little is known about the earliest biochemical stages of Aa  aggregation 
(clumping of multiple proteins together). In order to approach the lack of information, we have already utilized 
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) to study Aa  in its monomer form before it sticks to other copies of itself. We 
aim to use MOFs to filter and trap the size-specific species of interest early in the aggregation process. By 
studying the size-selectivity of the MOFs, we seek to determine which properties of MOFs lead to specific 
adsorption behavior toward peptides like Aa  and its aggregates. To accurately study the adsorption by several 
MOFs, I used four different sized peptides, Aa  monomer, insulin, amylase, and bovine serum albumin (BSA). 
These peptides ranged in size from ~4 kDa to ~70 kDa. The amount of peptide adsorption was analyzed 
through common quantification methods such as SDS-PAGE, fluorimetry, and ImageJ software. Through the 
adsorption studies of various MOFs, we have identified MOF-5 Co (II) and HKUST-1 to show selectivity toward 
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Title:  Hydrogen Bond Changes in Salt Water Determined Using NMR 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #14 
 
Hydrogen bonding is an important intermolecular force determining the structure and function of many 
important molecules in the liquid phase. Due to the involvement of lone pairs, hydrogen bonding involves 
electron donating and accepting between molecules. The exchange of electrons allows hydrogen bonding to be 
studied via Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) chemical shifts. The chemical shifts tell us the peak positions of 
the hydrogen in an NMR spectrum. Changes in the chemical shift indicate changes in the hydrogen bonding.  
This project explored whether there were changes in water’s hydrogen bonding with the addition of sodium 
chloride. One of the challenges was finding a suitable reference to measure the chemical shifts against; for this 
project we used DSS (4,4-dimethyl-4-silapentane-1-sulfonic acid). The chemical shift of the protons was 
measured and graphed against different concentrations of sodium chloride. Based on the results of this 
research, it is seen that there is a correlation between the chemical shift and the concentrations of a sample. By 
seeing that there is a correlation, it can be determined that there is a weakening of the hydrogen bonds in the 
sample based on the introduction of the sodium chloride. The samples were also tested over time to see if 
there was a change in the chemical shift. 
 
  
Presenter:  Natalie Hughes 
Co-Presenter:  Dasha Pokutnaya 
Project Advisers:  Rebecca Haider, Steve Burks, Jon Anderson (Statistics/Economics) 
Title:  Medical Costs Associated with OSA Adherence in Truck Drivers 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #1 
 
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is a condition in which airflow to the lungs is repeatedly interrupted during 
sleep, preventing the sufferer from getting fully rested. Among the estimated 3.9 million active US commercial 
drivers, 17–28% or 0.7–1.1 million are expected to have OSA based on prevalent studies conducted within the 
trucking industry. The majority of these drivers are thought to be undiagnosed and untreated. The present 
study addresses one of the financial effects of an employer-mandated OSA program at a motor carrier and the 
associated changes in medical insurance costs. Along with direct medical effects, OSA is associated with many 
comorbidities (associated medical conditions). Untreated OSA has been found to lead to higher health care 
utilization and health care costs in general patient populations. Our study examines the differences in mean 
medical costs for drivers who have been diagnosed with OSA by treatment adherence characteristics, as 
compared with a matched control group of drivers who were screened as high priority for a diagnosis (likely to 
have OSA) but who had not been diagnosed. We test the hypothesis that drivers who adhere to the mandated 
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Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #5 
 
The Marana platform mound site in Arizona is a Hohokam Classic period settlement dating to AD 1150–1350. 
Previous analyses of faunal material from Marana have asserted that animal bones within houses were not 
common household trash, but rather purposefully placed materials that were remains of abandonment 
ceremonies, perhaps upon the death of the house’s owner. This is important for furthering understanding of 
the Hohokam culture, as there are no texts, and archaeological sites provide the best insight into the culture. 
Fragmentation analysis of animal bones, which measures the size of broken material, was conducted on 
Compound One — the largest residential area at the site — and its adjoining trash pits. The analysis was done 
to see if there was a distinction in the size of bone fragments recovered from within the abandoned houses 
compared to those from the trash pits. Purposefully or ceremonially placed materials are expected to be of a 
larger size than common household trash. Results show that bones from the compound were only minimally 
longer in average length than bones from the trash pits. Based on these results, bones from Compound One 
were not purposefully or ceremonially placed. However, there were large deer and dog bones found in 
abandoned homes that were not present in the trash pits. This now poses the questions of whether there was 
purposeful or ceremonial placement of bones, why it was done with some animals and not others, and why 
fragmentation did not differentiate trash pits from the compound. 
 
  
Presenter:  Ricardo Rojas 
Project Adviser:  Arne Kildegaard (Economics) 
Title:  Policy Meets Perverse Incentives: An Evaluation of Minnesota’s Conservation Improvement 
Program 
Type of Presentation:  Poster or Visual Display #16 
 
Minnesota’s Next Generation Energy Act (2007) includes several provisions intended to reduce emissions tied 
to energy generation in the power sector. One of these, the Conservation Improvement Program (CIP), requires 
electric utilities to undertake energy conservation investments aimed at reducing the projected energy demand 
by 1.5% each year. To the extent that a utility recovers costs through volumetric tariffs (i.e., via energy sales), 
however, conservation poses a direct economic threat. Such a utility therefore has a perverse incentive to 
spend conservation dollars (for which it gets reimbursed) on conservation measures that don't actually work 
(and therefore won't cut into sales and profits). We assembled a database of the public power sector in 
Minnesota, including rural electric cooperatives and municipal utilities. It included historical conservation 
spending, energy load, and tariff structure (% of revenues from energy sales), along with other control 
variables. We tested econometrically (regression analysis) whether conservation spending has been less 
effective at utilities that relied more heavily on volumetric tariffs. Two regressions were run: one analyzing 
residential energy sales and the other for commercial energy sales between years of 2008 and 2012. If the 
hypothesis was confirmed, it would provide evidence that perverse incentives undermine the effectiveness of 
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Colloidal fluids—fluids that are a mixture of particles whose sizes and densities differ and remain mixed for a 
long period of time—are a fundamental part of our day-to-day lives, making up lotions, toothpaste, and paints. 
The objective of our research is to determine the phases of fluid mixtures. To achieve our objective, we 
developed a binary hard-sphere model including particles of two different sizes to study how they form 
different phases depending on density and size. We first computed the force on each particle due to the 
collisions with all the other particles within the fluid. Then this force was used to calculate the inter-particle 
potential and the radial distribution function (RDF). We implemented this approach in Fortran with varying 
densities, concentrations, and ratios of the two sphere radii and developed RDF graphs. With these graphs, we 
were able to determine whether the particles were distributed uniformly or if similar sized particles clustered, 
allowing us to determine the phases of the fluid. We then created phase diagrams to show when the particles 
would cluster as a function of density and the ratio of their radii. We found that the higher these traits are, the 
more clustering occurs. Gaining a better understanding of these phase changes within fluids could help in 
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In the field of materials chemistry, design and synthesis of materials that display specific physical and chemical 
properties are of high importance. A cutting-edge technology that is used in various research applications is 
metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). MOFs are an intriguing class of materials that consist of infinite crystalline 
lattices formed when metal ions are bridged by organic molecule linkers. Their porous, sponge-like nature can 
have highly variable properties depending on the metals and linkers used. MOFs have been used in an array of 
studies from chemical storage, CO2 capture, gas separation, and catalysis. This research aims to apply some of 
these exciting capabilities of MOFs to an undergraduate lab setting because the knowledge of this emerging 
field will benefit students. Through this research, we were able to introduce synthetic techniques of MOFs, as 
well as characterization techniques, to understand the structure and properties of these materials. We also 
introduce the concept of adsorbing various dyes such as Congo red and bromophenol blue in order to readily 
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The effect of cirrus clouds on the radiation budget of the atmosphere depends not only on transparency of 
clouds and frequency of occurrence, but also on the composition of the clouds. Long-term observations on 
frequency, duration, and type of ice halo appearances give ground-based insight into the behavior of cirrus 
composition. We have created a program that analyzes images from an all sky camera for the presence of ice 
halos. The algorithm removes the lens distortion, excludes low-level clouds from further analysis, measures 
the intensity of different image color channels radially from the sun, and uses this radial intensity to assess for 
ice halo presence. We will present our algorithms for image analysis, in particular removing the lens distortion 
and low-level clouds, as well as the algorithm to assign a halo probability. 
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Helicobacter pylori is a bacterium present in about one half of the human population’s stomach and upper 
small intestine. For most people, H. pylori is harmless, but in 10–20% of those infected it is known to cause 
gastritis which can then lead to peptic ulcer disease and gastric cancer. H. pylori is thought to colonize the 
gastric tract by using its helical shape to corkscrew into the mucus of the gastric lining. Thus, understanding 
how H. pylori creates its helical shape may prove beneficial in developing possible therapeutic solutions. In this 
project, two Cell Shape Determining proteins, Csd1 and Csd2, were studied in an attempt to illuminate their 
role in creating the helical shape of this bacterium. Deletion of either protein results in cells that are curved but 
lack a helical twist. Previous work has examined H. pylori mutants in which a putative zinc-binding aspartate 
(D) was mutated to a cysteine (C). Csd1 D->C mutants were curved, whereas Csd2 D->C mutants were helical. 
Csd1 showed up on western blot for both strains, suggesting that this mutation maintains zinc binding 
capacity, and thus protein stability. Here we examine the effect of mutating the same aspartate residue to 
alanine (A), which eliminates zinc binding potential. H. pylori strains expressing Csd1 and Csd2 D->A mutants 
both appear curved. Taken together, this data supports a hypothesis that Csd2 acts as a scaffold for the 
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The objective of this study is to evaluate the effect of an employer-mandated obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) 
diagnosis and treatment program on the risk of serious, preventable truck crashes at Schneider, Inc., a large 
motor carrier. OSA is a disease that prevents the patient from getting fully restful sleep; untreated OSA has 
been associated with strongly increased crash risk in the motoring public, and treatment is associated with 
reducing that risk. However, there is a lack of evidence about OSA among commercial drivers. This research 
has gone through several generations of data set and analytic development. The present version (under journal 
review) uses a matched case-control approach and focuses on variations in the risk of crashes in the period 
after each case was diagnosed. We find that OSA-positive drivers who fail to adhere to a mandated treatment 
regimen have a five-fold increase in the risk of serious preventable truck crashes over controls, while 
treatment-adherent drivers are statistically similar to controls. Because failure in treatment adherence will 
lead to discharge, most non-adherent drivers quit, and under current regulations they can work at firms 
without OSA programs by keeping their diagnosis private. Thus our results suggest a federal policy of requiring 
OSA screening, diagnosis, and treatment adherence of all commercial drivers. 
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Observations of stars’ maser emissions, a type of electromagnetic radiation, allow astronomers to investigate 
the motion of stars and their circumstellar materials. I have investigated the velocity centroid, or the emission 
weighted average velocity, of the silicon monoxide (SiO) maser spectra from fourteen stars. SiO masers form in 
the circumstellar environment, within a few stellar radii of the stars. Most of the stars that support SiO masers 
are known as long-period variable stars because they experience periodic thermal pulses, on the order of 300 
days, which shock the stellar atmosphere and produce SiO masers. VX Sagittarii and VY Canus Majorus, two 
stars in the study, are red supergiants. These stars experience SiO maser forming shocks but not thermal 
pulses. My research has combined data from multiple observatories, making the analysis of velocity centroid 
data over approximately 30 years possible. Most of the stars showed no change in the average velocity centroid 
value over time. R Aquarii, a known binary, exhibited a large change in the velocity centroid as expected. VX 
Sagittarii exhibited a surprisingly large variation in the velocity centroid. Variations in the circumstellar 
environment, such as sunspots, stellar outflows, or rotational motion of the masing material may be 
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Alzheimer's disease has been a terrifyingly mysterious disease since its discovery. Despite much research 
activity, questions still remain about its direct cause and the mechanism by which the disease develops, but 
amyloid beta is known to play a role. With the hopes of adsorbing amyloid beta and other proteins, we 
synthesized and modified metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) known as Tb-mesoMOF, HKUST-1, and MOF-5. 
MOFs are a fascinating class of materials that consist of crystalline lattices that are formed when metal ions 
are connected by organic molecule linkers. Due to their sponge-like and porous nature, they can exhibit highly 
variable properties, such as pore size or stability, depending on the metals and linkers used. The peptides 
chosen for our studies were amyloid beta, insulin, and bovine serum albumin, due to their relevance to disease 
and variable size. Tb-mesoMOF was successfully synthesized using methods from the literature. HKUST-1 was 
modified via stirring in basic solutions for times of 12, 24, and 48 hours to generate a porous copper oxide 
material. To modify MOF-5, a synthesis involving graphene was used to enhance its stability and crystallinity. 
Analysis using gel electrophoresis on the Tb-mesoMOF and modified HKUST-1 suggested that they adsorbed 
our target peptides, and the modified MOF-5 showed increased thermal stability. In the future, these results 
can help to test further MOF adsorption capabilities and stabilities under higher temperatures to give us 
further insight into adsorption properties. 
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At present, the body of research on chemical dependency programs does not adequately address gendered 
barriers to treatment. A gendered approach is needed to conceptualize and address women’s experiences with 
addiction as distinctive from that of men. A gendered approach sheds light on how gender plays a role in the 
entrance, continuance, and success of women in treatment programs for chemical dependency. In my 
research, I argue that applying a gendered lens will lay the groundwork for addressing women’s specific needs 
in regards to substance abuse treatment. The research design for this project utilizes an analysis of existing 
secondary sources. Specifically, I will also examine historical, ethnographic, and narrative accounts of 
treatment programs. I assert that applying a gender lens to the study of women in drug treatment programs 
reveals women's particular barriers, stigmas, and struggles. Applying a gendered lens will thereby be 
beneficial to the future of women’s treatment and continued sobriety. Findings from research projects such as 
this one raise awareness about the inequalities women face and advocate for heightened responsibility on the 
part of medical practitioners to develop treatment plans within recovery institutions specific to the needs of 
women. 
  
 
